
Date & Title: 14th July Newmarket 6f Duchess Of Cambridge  

4.25 Clemmie, Out Of The Flames, So Hi Society 

3.75 Cosmopolitan Queen, Darkanna, Nyaleti 

3.5  

3.25 Chica La Habana, Mistress Of Venice  

2.25 Mamba Noire 

Preview – Despite my comments about Out Of The Flames perhaps being listed at best, I cannot see 

anything other than Clemmie likely to beat her. Cosmopolitan queen is one of my horses to follow 

but I have the impression she will need 7f to show her best. It will be interesting to see how she 

looks next to some of these. It is also interesting to see that her trainer clearly thinks she is worth a 

go at this level.  

 

 

Prior race notes 

Out Of The flames – Oh those Hannons, they knew this was a good one but it was hard to see that, 

she did not look quite fit enough to do herself justice today. Medium sized and deep girthed, holds 

herself well. Perhaps slightly less tall than Ertiyad and hard to know who might come out on top next 

time. Plenty left to work on and this may be the reason Ryan resorted to using the stick, I think they 

expected to win. 88 

Out Of The Flames – Well she did this easily enough in the end but I would think it was soon enough 

after her Ascot run. It is instructive to look at her picture today and compare it with her after the 

Ascot run. She is certainly fitter but looks to be running up a bit light. Maybe I have marginally over-

rated her at Ascot, the question is whether as this looked a bit soon it is an even better performance 

than it looks to go with an Evans speedster and then win comfortably. Not inclined to raise her mark 

despite the win. 88 but could be higher.  

Out Of The Flames – Just lacks that extra touch of class to make it further than this, maybe listed at 

best. 87 

Darkanna – Clearly better than my original rating but only ordinary. 76 

Cosmopolitan Queen – Big, tall, strong filly. Coat not come through and daft as a brush throughout 

the prelims. Here for an educational but I suspect Mr Elsworth and Jeff Smith have something 

planned for this girl. Possibly a bit gawky at present but some frame to fill out and a cooks bum. 

Wasted lots of energy beforehand rearing and prancing in the pre parade and paddock as well as at 

the start. Still shaped well staying on at the death. 80 possibly more. 

Cosmopolitan Queen – Medium, not looking as big as on debut and a bit dippy backed. Not fast 

enough for 6f. 76 over 7f+ 



Mamba Noire – Solidly made filly 75 

Clemmie review – Course record, probably due to strong following wind.  

 

Clemmie – Not really a stand out, but I thought the same last year about Rhododendron. They are 

well made, powerfully built in modest frames but just have an engine. 95 



 

Nyaleti – Big strong rangy girl. Not the chest and girth of Clemmie although taller. I thought her 

athleticism would win through. 90 

 

Mambo Noire – A very well made filly, ridden here to pick up late prize money from the worst of the 

draw. Maybe going to improve late season. 80- 



 

Mistress Of Venice – In the firing line all the way until out run by the winner. Wandered late on and 

did well to cling on for 4th. 77 

 



Out Of The Flames – Not good enough for this. 77 

 

So Hi Society – Small, athletic, out of her class here. 75 



 

Darkanna – 74 



 

Cosmopolitan queen – Over-faced here, tried to take on the pace makers and got broken by them. 

Struggling to justify her place on the to follow list. She has loads of power behind but looks as 

though she needs to level up. May be a late developer. I am, keeping the faith. 76 Still think she 

needs further. 

 


